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Ingvar Lidman on
the FA of  Orange Crush (29)
Photo: Simon Carter



Andrew Martin on the �rst pitch (grade 26)
of Ride The Lightning, his recently completed
mega project. Photo: Simon Carter



BARE ROCK UPDATE 

BONEYARD FACE 
 
Smoke On The Water  30m  23  * 
The line of bolts branching left off Fire In The Sky. Good climb.  Equipped by Simon Young who created a nice open 
project. FA: Paul Thomson 9/1/15 

 
Triple Direct  30m  29  ***   
 Start up Angel Of Pain (26), then cross over Passchendaele (0.75 and 0.5 cam) and move left to gain the upper 
section of Legends Never Die. Super sustained with a desperate crux below the anchors on flailing arms.  
 Garry Phillips 24/5/14 
 

Crack A Boner  20m  24  *   
Stiff for the grade. An old project of Doug Fife's. The overhanging crack on the RHS of the Boneyard face in 
between 2 Fast 2 Furious and Tiger Bean. A brutal exercise in steep jamming which gets you pumped all the way to 
the anchors. Well protected. Gear: camalots yellow micro, purple, red x 2, and medium to large nuts. FA: Gerry 
Narkowicz 12th April, 2014 

 
CENTRAL FACE 
 
Black Fire  40m  21  ** 
Starts 5m to the right of Fionn McCool. An excellent pitch of thin, sustained slab climbing. Climb 2 bolts worth of 
easy choss to a ledge with chains about 10m off the deck. Continue up the slab via 14 bolts to anchors at 40m. Will 
eventually continue as a multi-pitch route up to Orange Crush. FA: Lukas Havelka  10/5/15 
 

Ride The Lightning  165m  27  *** 
A 6 pitch route that starts 6m right of Sapphire Rose/Morning’s Minion area, on the right hand side of the main 
face. The culmination of over 2 years (and 95 bolts) worth of siege tactics and effort! Recommended rack is a 60m 
rope and 18 draws. 

 
Pitch 1: 30m 26  ** 
Moderate climbing through the first bulge and up powerfully to a rest. From here, steep, strenuous and very thin 
climbing will take you to the top. Highly technical climbing the whole way with a steep sting in the tail. 
 
Pitch 2: 15m  22 * 
Start up the left trending corner steeply for a few moves. A difficult traverse rightwards then follows. From here, 
thin slab climbing continues to the top. 
 
Pitch 3: 35m 19  ** 
A classic pitch of sustained style on a gently angled wall. Start up the left edge of the roof and step onto the face. 
Trend gently rightward and follow the line of bolts to the top. Beautiful, stylish movement all the way. Once at the 
anchor, continue easily 5m diagonally R to the start of the next pitch, found near a large guano patch. 
 
Pitch 4: 20m 25 ** 
Climb easily for the first two bolts. A very steep and technical boulder problem follows through the next two bolts, 
to a no-hand rest. From there, trend slightly left through another bulge before traversing easily to the right to 
finish under a steep, wide, orange streak. 



 
Pitch 5: 30m 27  *** 
Exposed climbing of the highest quality on some of the best rock at Fingal. Start at the base of the thick orange 
streak and follow its left edge. A small bulge is overcome on the left before continuing up the constantly 
overhanging face. Continue to follow the long thin orange streak until the angle eases off near the chains. 
 
Pitch 6: 25m 4 
Run out for the grade. Climb / walk diagonally up the ledges following spaced bolts until you come to a right facing 
diagonal corner. Head right up this to the ledge. From there the chains can be found 5m up on the head wall 
diagonally left. From this point an easy 15m walk diagonally up the gully sees you at the top of the cliff (2 rap rings 
can be found here). Alternatively, the pitches can be reversed and abseiled with a single 60m rope. 
 
FFA: Andrew Martin and Ingvar Lidman. 21/03/2015 
 

 
*NOTE ABOUT  GOD MONSTER  125m  25  *** 
The original 60m first pitch has now been split in two and about 4 bolts have been added for safety. 
 

 
CENTRAL FACE HEADWALL 
A sector of fantastic steep rock above the central slabs of the main face. Accessed by abseil from the top to a 
sloping ledge about 50m down, this sector has potential for many hard routes in one of the most exposed and 
exciting positions on the cliff. There are already some routes piercing this headwall, namely the top pitches of 
Bisso of Orange (26) Into The Mystic (24) and Ride The Lightning (27).  
 
Rap stations: There are two main rap stations, one for Orange Crush and one for Thunderstruck/Ride The Lightning 
top pitch area. See respective route descriptions. 

 
Orange Crush  25m  29  *** 
Climbs the stunning orange streak just left of Bisso of Orange’s last pitch. Unrelenting, technical climbing on crimps 
and slopers. Access from the top. Locate rap chain near centre of cliff edge. Some cairns mark the way. Two raps to 
the base of the climb and a further five raps to the ground. One 60m rope is sufficient. FA: Ingvar Lidman 2/5/15 

 
Thunderstruck  30m  26  ** 
The next line R of the top pitch of Ride The Lightning. Fun climbing through bulges leads to precise edging on the 
immaculate headwall. Access by abseil from the top of the cliff. Locate rap rings above a leftwards trending 
ramp/gully. Some rings exist on the next ledge, then follow your nose down to one more rap station above the 
routes. FA: Ingvar Lidman 14/3/15 
 

SUPERNAUT FACE 
 
Neon Knights. 40m. 24. ** 
Climb the first 4 bolts of Supernaut, then head right and up on perfect orange stone for sustained, excellent 
technical climbing. An old fashioned bridging problem in the upper corner may provide a redpoint crux for some. 
FA: Gerry Narkowicz. 22/4/14 
 

Heaven and Hell  40m  25  *** 
An awesome and epic climb. Climb the first 4 bolts of Supernaut then go straight up the wall on fantastic orange 
and black streaked rock. Some very reachy moves over blank sections, then an awkward crux through the roof. A 
tricky move in the upper blank corner may prove to be the redpoint crux. FA: Gerry Narkowicz. July, 2015 



 

 
 
TOMORROWS DREAM FACE 
 
Tomorrows Dream Second Pitch  25m  23  ** 
A new direct 2nd pitch to Tomorrows Dream which is fully bolted. The whole 3 pitch route can now be done as a 
sport route with pitches of 16, 23 and 19. The original 2nd pitch of grade 18 is still an option requiring several 
medium cams. From the first belay, traverse R for 5m via 2 bolts along the original second pitch, then straight up 
the black face with 7 bolts and some terrific technical moves.  
FA: Gerry Narkowicz. 12/4/15 
 

Cock Rocket  25m  26  * 
On the far right of Bare Rock about 50m right of Tomorrows Dream are two one pitch routes. The first is the black 
slab called The Biggest Thing Since Powdered Milk (23). The line of bolts to the R is Cock Rocket, which has a 
difficult section on the attractive orange face down low and a heinous crux through the roof. FA: Ingvar Lidman. 
March 2015 
 

THE BLOCK 
Situated 100m from Andrew’s house is a gigantic boulder which offers some short, powerful and bouldery routes 
on excellent rock. The Block is roughly in line with the Great Roof on the main cliff, which is where it probably 
originated. 
 

Block O’Clock  8m  15   
The short arete on the eastern side of the boulder with 3 bolts. Fun climbing. FA: Andrew Martin. 10/5/15 
 

Blockhead  10m  26  * 
The central line on the western side of the boulder. Technical face climbing on nice incuts with a slimper guarding 
the exit through the small roof. FA: Ingvar Lidman. 10/5/15 
 

NEW HORIZONS BUTTRESS 
The neat dolerite buttreses about 20m high on the hillside to the east of Bare Rock. Some worthwhile trad and 
sport climbs here. Worth the walk for the Mullets Edge, maybe the best bolted arête in Northern Tassie. A good 
track has been cut to the cliff. From the house, follow the 4WD track to the left as if going to the summit of Bare 
Rock. About 100m before the shipping container where the track meets a paddock on the left, locate some tags on 
the trees and head east down the hill. The tagged track crosses the creek then through bush to the base of the 
steep hill.  Cairns and tags mark the way up to the cliff, about 40 minutes walk from the house.  
 

Judge Dredd  15m  28  ***     
The main face at New Horizons buttress. A beautiful line of natural holds on perfect dolerite. Grade 25 face 
climbing to a desperate boulder problem at three quarter height. FA: Ingvar Lidman 25/5/14 

 
 
 
 

 



FIRE IN THE SKY FACE

Fixed Line to Boneyard

Belay
Walk Out

Rap to ground
1x 60m double ropes
2x30m single ropes

Fire In The Sky (23) **

Smoke On The Water (23) *
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Pitch 2: Grade 22. 8B

2 Fast, 2 Furious (27)
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Dopamine (25)

White Powder (31)

Redneck Love (24)

Barbarella (27)

Bad To The Bone (26)

Vapour Trail (27)

Passchendaele (25)

No Space In Time (28)

Giving the Dog A Bone (23)

Atomic Vampire (27)
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New Routes Since the 2013 Guidebook



Pitch 1 (26)

Pitch 2 (22)

Pitch 3 (19)

Pitch 4 (25)

Pitch 5 (27)

Pitch 6 (easy)

Project

1. Black Fire (21) **
2. Orange Crush (29) ***
3. Bisso Of Orange (26)
4. Into The Mystic (25) ***
5. Sapphire Rose (22) ***
6. Mystic Sapphire (22) **
7. Mornings Minion (23) **
8. Ride The Lightning (27) ***
9. Thunderstruck (26) **
10. God Monster (25) ***

Project

New Rap Route

BARE ROCK CENTRAL FACE
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New Routes Since 2013 Guidebook

New Belay For God Monster

Access to Headwall



TOMORROWS DREAM

1st pitch (16)

2nd pitch (18) : some mid-size
cams plus 2 bolts

New 2nd pitch
(23) all bolts

3rd pitch (19)

Cock Rocket (26)

Biggest Thing
Since Powdered
Milk (23)

Supernaut Face

Easter Rising Area



SUPERNAUT FACE

Supernaut (24)

Heaven and 
Hell (25)

Neon Knights (24)



NEW HORIZONS BUTTRESS
1. Way Of The Beanie (21) **
2. White Death (16) *
3. The Fool (19) **
4. Black Leather Barbarian (18) **
5. Dripping Wet Crack (17)
6. Captain Awesome (23) **
7. Judge Dredd (28) ***
8. The Mullets Edge (24) ***
9. Andrews Arse Crack (20)
10. New Horizons (20) **
11. Captain Mullet (25) **
12. Old Horizons (25) **
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New routes since 2013 Guidebook



Andrew Martin on the �rst pitch (26)
of his recently completed project
Ride the Lightning (27), the hardest multi-pitch
on Bare Rock
Photo: Simon Carter
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